ADDITIONAL DOCK HARDWARE
GALVANIZED CANOPIES

1-800-337-3239

-14” Ga. Galvanized Steel formed with 3 welded support legs for stronger durability.
-Standard size 10” and 12” wide units, up to 48” projection.
-Standard 2” gutter.
-Custom designs and sizes available.

RAIN DEFLECTORS

-Eiminates wet, slippery conditions on docks & helps protect product from damage.
-Flexible rotating pad compresses across top of trailer providing a tight seal, keeping the wet
weather outside while maintaining indoor climate.
-Cover material - Exclusive SS90-1 (40oz. Vinyl) with tough Monofilament cover on outside edges.
-Header canopy made with pressure treated wood frame with galvanized side support frames.
-Easy to install with no maintenance required.

PIT BLOCKERS
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The loading docks are critical component of the Material Transfer Zone (MTZ), the shipping/receiving/staging area. This area in
any company is a pivotal component to the efficiency of the company. A smooth-flowing MTZ lets companies avoid delays,
minimize accidents, prevent product damage, meet schedules—and ultimately, satisfy customers.
This ideal MTZ can only exist, however, if the loading dock is properly designed and maintained. Super-Seal Mfg. Ltd. covers a
broad range of solutions that address dock concerns including: dock positioning and design, trailer design, load configuration,
dock equipment systems, and the interaction between material handling vehicles and product shipments. With effective loading
dock processes, companies can realize significant gains in productivity, energy efficiency, and safety, while cutting costs.

PROTECTIVE BARRIER SOLUTIONS

-An insulated barrier that seals the gap under the dock while in use, when parked or not in use.
-Mounted under front edge of deck, this unit moves up and down, conforming to the dock pit.
-Utilizing our exclusive SS90-1 (40oz. Vinyl) cover this double seal design and brush seals to
eliminate the gaps.
-Provides energy saving seal & keeps debris from entering building to improve industrial hygiene.

ROLLER CURTAINS

-Used to cover the area below the leveler or elevating scissor lifts.
-Protects employees & creates a barrier for dangerous areas and/or moving parts.
-Helps keep debris & refuse from entering the protected area reducing maintenance costs.
-A spring loaded roller tube allows unit to extend and retract while maintaining tension on fabric.
-Material is 18oz. yellow vinyl.

BOLLARDS
24”
36”
48”
60”

4 x 4 x Height
Square Tube

Protect tracks, equipement, racking, product and personnel. All protective barrier solutions
are powder coated safety yellow. Mounting types for floor & wall, anchors not included.

TRACK GUARDS

(Ideal for overhead doors)
24” HIGH
36” HIGH
48” HIGH

BOTTOM FOAM WEATHER SEALS

-Povides a seal across the bottom of overhead doors where standard seals do not work.
-Made with a durable 40oz. vinyl cover, foam cushion and rigid flat mounting flaps.
-When used with mini dock wedges this unit will completely seal the gap between door & uneven
levelers.
-Custom sizes and mounting styles available.

HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH

RACK GUARDS

(Ideal for machinery)
8” HIGH
16” HIGH

WHEEL CHOCKS

CORNER STUFFERS & PADS

-For that finishing touch at the dock door opening where dock seals and shelters just won`t seal.
-Used after the truck is parked and the dock leveler is in position, these pads and stuffers are
placed or wedged into the gaps around the dock bumpers and trailer.
-Made of a resilient vinyl cover and foam, some units have a weighted flexible core.
-Units come with a “no step” logo and a handle for easy removal and placement.
-Custom units available.

BREAK AWAY PANELS

-This unique patented design is the perfect solution for the bottom door section of an
overhead door, it can be impacted from both sides and is easily put back in place without
any downtime.
-Designed with a rigid aluminum outer frame and an insulated sealed impactable panel.
-Service free design allows panel to be impacted without damage to cables, rollers, track,
hinges or springs.
-Unit can be locked from inside for security purposes.

Model: TCLW
Laminated
8”w x 8”l x 8”h

Model: TCUW
Orange Urthane
11”w x 8”l x 8”h
Model: TCRP
Rubber Pyramid
8”w x 9”l x 6”h

Tel: 905.850.2929 Tel: 1.800.337.3239
Fax: 905.850.2922 Fax: 905.850.4440
www.supersealmfg.com

Model: TCSW
Steel Ice Chock
8” x 10 1 2 ” x 9 1 4 ”

Model: TCRW
80 Durometer Rubber
1
6 1 2 ”w x 9 2 ”l x 8 1 2 ”h

Model: TCAW
Aluminum Chock
7”w x 11 1 2 ”l x 8”h

Super-Seal Mfg. Ltd.
670 Rowntree Dairy Rd.,
Woodbridge, ON CANADA L4L 5T8

MORE PROTECTIVE BARRIER SOLUTIONS
DOCK BUMPERS

BUMPER OPTIONS: steel face, riser & extra projection.

SPEED BUMPS & PARKING BLOCKS

LAMINATED RUBBER

-Fabric reinforced rubber pads cut from recycled
truck tires.
-Rubber pads laminated between steel angles
and secured with 3/4” rods
-Bumper is fastened to dock surface with 3/8”
steel angles and/or flat plates depending on model.
-Wall mounting hole size is 1” diameter.

MOLDED RUBBER

-Manufactured from fiber reinforced prime rubber.
-Provides tuff cut resistant protection and high
impact absorption.
-98% +/- 2 % impact recovery.
-All molded, bumpers have pre-drilled,
countersunk mounting holes for easy
installation, sized to accept +/- 3/4” anchor.

D-BUMPER

-For use with incidental impact areas in factories
and warehouses.
-Reinforced prime rubber of Durometer 75 (+/-5)
-Can be used as rub rails.
-98% +/- 2 % impact recovery.
-Wall protection against accidental equipement
abrasion.

DOCK LIGHTS

Eliminate product damage
Increase personnel safety
Providing floods of soft, bright light, illuminating truck & train
interiors, warehouse loading docks or sectional lighting
Focuses broad lighting & flexibility to direct lighting to
desired areas

ALL MODELS INCLUDE:
SPEED BUMPS

Economic, Modular & Light Weight
-Reduces speed in high traffic areas
-Selectional pieces join easily to fit any area
-Weather resistant, composite material for
protection from salt, freeze and thaw.
-Made of Recycled PVC.

-Galvanized parts
-Steel barrier plate to protect switch & cord connections
-Heavy duty wall bracket for strong support & easy installation
-Heavy duty toggle, ON/OFF switch

INCANDESCENT

L.E.D.

CSA

APPROVED

L.E.D. & Shatter proof
bulbs available.

PARKING BLOCKS

Durable, Modular & Colourful

-Solid special anti-chip/anti-crack parking blocks
out last concrete equavillant
-Resistant to oil, gas, salt, sunlight & chemicals
-(3) differenct solid bright colours & UV treated for
ultimate durability
-Made of 100% recycled plastic

L-624
L-640
L-660

“L” MODELS:

“SL” MODELS: SL-640
SL-660

L-724
L-740
L-760

-Spring mounted sockets to cushion impact & vibration.
-One(1) piece rugged 16 gauge steel light head with
rolled safety lip.

SL-740
SL-760

-Swivel arm allows for 240 of vertical movement &
300 of horizontal movement.
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TRAILER STANDS & JACKS
RATCHET TOP STABILIZING JACK

COMMUNICATION TOOLS
SIGNS
Available in English and French.

-Heavy gauge steel
-8" diameter support pad
-8" diameter wheels
-Static load capacity up to 100,000 lbs
Ask us about our SuperGuide
Traffic Guide Systems unique
to Super-Seal Mfg. Ltd.

AUTO-STAND & AUTO-STAND PLUS

-Heavy gauge steel
1
-Large base pad (17” x 18 2 “)
-Gas activated, self-leveling system
-Large trailer contact pad (5” x 30” x 1 4 “ thick)
-10" diameter wheels
-Static load capacity up to 100,000 lbs

STOP & GO LIGHTS

-Increase dock safety
-High contrast & visibility
-L.E.D. long lasting and
bright
-Inside & outside light
systems

WELDING SCREENS

CUSTOM CURTAIN PARTITIONS

Welding curtains provide a
safer work environment, both
for welder and those working
or walking by the area.

MOUNTING OPTIONS:
-Ceiling mount
-Wall mount
-Beam support mount
-Floor support mount

Please consults us directly for full details on material options and desired sizes.

BULK MATERIAL
VINYL

PVC

CHAIN

